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About This Game

Win races, perform extreme-speed maneuvers and acrobatics in free flight to hone your skills and get bonus coins to purchase
and repair various spare parts.

A physically accurate model of the drone involves damage of varying severity. Prevent your drone from contact with obstacles.
A lifelike drone behaviour and destruction of its individual parts in the crash. Repair and buy different spare parts for boosting

characteristics of the drone.

Real RC remote control support. It is advisable to connect the transmitter from your drone or gamepad!

A few models of multicopters are available for upgrading. Each of them possesses unique characteristics, such as the engine
power, control accuracy, signal range, wind resistance, flight duration and other factors.

Batteries - increase the flight duration.
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Sets of frames - the selection of three types of frames (tricopter, quadcopter, hexacopter).

Engines - increase speed and power.

GPS Module - allows to revert authomatically and cope with wind drift.

The set of telemetry - visualization of telemetry screen with parameters output (Speed, Altitude, Wind, Battery Level,
Signal Strength).

Ultrasonic sensor - reduces the percentage of random crash at low altitude.

Extreme Camera - GoPro.

Stability of suspension for GoPro Camera.

Video Transmitter - increases the range of the video signal.

Sets of blades - for greater efficiency.

During development, a set of components can be swiftly changed...

Except for the races, in each location you can explore the terrain in free flight, collect coins in different places.

Hangar

Village

Village Night

Rocks

You're a beginner, and want to experience yourself as a drone pilot?

There's bad weather outside, and your own drone is gathering dust on the shelf?

Broken down your drone, and are bored awaiting for a long-expected parcel?

You want to gain skills of drone control from the basic to acrobatic ones, and save on spare parts?

THEN THIS GAME SIMULATOR - MULTIROTOR SIM 2 FOR YOU!
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this game has potential. what is really letting it down is unable to map a reciver, in the short time that i did have this game
running i was trying to map my reciever and it just was impossible. i was actually looking forward to seeing how the drones feel
but i'm not about to use a xbox controller when i have a $300 reciver. i do look forward to seeing how this progress but at it's
current stage i can't reccomend it as there a alot of better options out there.. I have used handful of mult-rotor sims and this is by
far one of the worst. It doesnt reconize the tbs tango trans. physics are a bit choppy and the home screen has a bizzare frame rate
lag. If you are in the market for a sim don't waste your money on this one.. Awesome! I recently purchased a quadcopter and
was having problems crashing it. Just a few hours on this sim and I'm much better at flying it now. Just like flying quadcopters
can be challenging so is this sim. I'd highly recomend it to hone your skils on it.. This game is Hard. If you don't have any
patience it probably won't be fun for you. This game as described is designed for people who have either flown multirotor or
have had R\/C experience. Giving the option of being able to use your TX is great. However,I have a Turnigy (Flysky) iA6 TX
and couldn't get it to work (didn't find much trouble shooting in regards to that). Could be just the controller, not sure but would
be nice to see the dev's put in a setup guide or at least some info on how to use your controller. I ended up using the keyboard
which was a steep learning curve at first but after practising a bit did provide a useable interface all be it jerky and definetly not
as smooth compared to using a TX.

Gameplay itself is good, there are however minor issues I felt could be taken care of; the menu's are basic, as well as parts
provided to upgrade your multirotor (I understand that they probably can't include brand names due to licensing) however more
variety wouldn't hurt. The other thing I found to be an inconveinience is the 'bullet-time' crash replay. You are going to crash a
lot (A LOT) and every time you do there is a slo mo replay of it that you can't skip or speed up, it just got old very quickly. I'd
like to see a skip feature placed in there in future updates.

Overall a very promising sim, can tell it's still early days though, I would very much like to see a multi-player version be
realised, I think that will attract more players, as well as a tutorial for really green beginners to iron out the steep jaggared
learning curve. Hopefully the devs will listen to the feedback in ways they can improve it to make a good game that can compete
with the DRL sim.

GG. While I understand that flying drones is difficult, flying them using a keyboard is nearly impossible.
I did not enjoy myself.
The controller interface seems to not work.
This needs a lot of polish before it would be worth the asking price.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/3sfbu3ol9FA. Cannot use my Flysky i6 transmitter, because the button setting cannot read my controller's
axis. I purchased the Android version too, just to find the same problem. Please fix this problem, then I will recommend this
game.
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